I will be very brief, as the headline itself speaks volumes, facts on the ground and recent
incidents in regard Jawar are the talking point, albeit for all the wrong reasons.
Jawar was an unknown quantity, until recent years, in familiar Ethiopian Diaspora’s
struggle against the TPLF’s dictatorial regime.
A couple of years ago, he egoistically took the opportunity to disguise himself under the
cover of a young ‘researcher, intellectual and future generation’ of Ethiopia with a vision of
21st century. I am afraid he sunk into darkness and has already committed political suicide
dragging a few along with him into gravely dug catacombs.
I, as with many compatriots, am concerned that he has gained centre stage in many of our
fronts and could spoil or even poison those hard earned relationships and the progress made;
if he is not challenged, rectified or stopped from his destructive conducts, sooner than later.
The Ethiopian Muslims’ courageous and peaceful resistance is one such exemplar front that
we are so proud of and inspired by. This movement has won the hearts and minds of
millions of people in and outside Ethiopia, regardless of the TPLF’s scaremongering. I for
one wrote about it quiet frequently and am a strong advocate of it.
This genuine relationship and its momentum is growing day by day which signifies our
(Muslims, Christians and others) century old shared core values, history and traditions
which bonded us timelessly. Events and progress made in this respect are truly remarkable
and attract everyone with courage and inspiration. But I am equally concerned that Jawar
and his likes have gained full access and centre stage. I really do not know how else I could
say this without being sensitive to our ‘reborn’ spirit whilst I am expressing my deepest
concern and dismay not to jeopardise and damage our struggle. I hope and pray that our
good God/Allah shall protect it, but we should not look away with the full knowledge of
recent and disturbing development by Jawar.
Jawar has been in the spotlight for the last couple of weeks being caught whilst playing his
most destructive role. Firstly, during a television discussion on Aljazeera, he disheartened
me and many others, by asserting himself as if he had the mandate to speak on behalf of
millions of proud Ethiopian Oromo people, to suggest that their national (Ethiopian) identity
is imposed on them and therefore he alleged that his views are shared by all Oromo people.
This is in my view criminal assertions knowing that Oromo is the great people and the core
of Ethiopia. How on earth can such a ‘little minded child’ dare to tarnish the identity,
nationhood, history and much more of our sacred existence into turmoil?
Who does he think he is? A ‘little man’ from a ‘remote’ village who left Ethiopia in his
early youthhood’ to venture into Taiwan, Indonesia, perhaps (though he didn’t say,
Afghanistan?) before he landed in the US where he claims he is only ‘learning’ though he is
indulging himself as accomplished scholar or even ‘Prophet’.

He has made the most atrocious and unsubstantiated allegations that his and the likes of
him, whose birth names which have tribal meaning, were denied and forced to change them
by officials into ‘Amhara/Amharic’ names. This is one deceitful fabrication amongst other
hateful and madness claims. This is not from the learned and fertile mind, but from one that
is full of bigotry, shallow and which is totally ignorant of its own history and reality. I was
absolutely baffled to hear all these and no doubt these allegations are not without ulterior
motives.
All Ethiopians, both at home and in the Diaspora, have suffered a great deal of human
misery following on from the TPLF’s brutal and ethnocentric regime monopolisation of
power in Ethiopia. Ethiopia as a country, our history, culture, religion and land have been
eroded and tarnished. Above all, ordinary citizens have been tortured, jailed and forced to
leave their beloved country in huge numbers where majority ended up in most tragic
circumstances.
We have allowed TPLF’s brutal regime to be in power for so long whilst committing such
dreadful act of barbarity and crime is not because it is strong but we collectively got weaker
through internal divisions and every positive step made has been high jacked and dragged
backwards by selfish groups and individuals for their sinister motives and we shouldn’t
allow this to happen anymore.
Lately, I have been encouraged by the fact that most people and groups are getting back to
their senses and strengthening our unity on the basis of shared values, principles and
common goals to bring about sustainable change and democracy in Ethiopia. However; our
journey to date is very costly and lengthy and we still have a long way to go. Thus, we
cannot afford any more delays or destruction.
Jawar is constantly mutating like the expression goes as a ‘chameleon’ to advance whatever
hidden interest that he may have.
Just a brief reflection on some of the incidents and events that I have come across since
Jawar’s engagement into our struggle is quiet unsettling.
First of all, he exploits his current position as the so called ‘researcher and analyst’ in the
US higher education institutional trade mark as a licence for his legitimacy and
trustworthiness without earning any tangible credentials. Most of his rhetoric and mantras
are mouthful, empty words and phrases with no substance in them at all.
A couple of years ago, he was invited by Adis Dimtse radio host, Ato Abebe to engage in a
teleconference discussion with activist Tamagne on current situation in Ethiopia. Jawar
aborted the discussion prematurely and abruptly following on from a rational comment to
his commonly known, now hateful assertions. He behaved like an immature toddler who
runs away with a massive tantrum because things didn’t go his way. Since then, Jawar’s
name has left a sour taste in most people’s mouths. A great many people were very
disappointed and even begged him to comeback, perhaps out of desperation and naivety that
he was a young and promising future of Ethiopia, Not!

However; he has gradually made a comeback where he was not only welcomed but also
given centre stage on many fronts of Ethiopians in the Diaspora’s movement including;
ESAT, Ethiopian Muslims Peaceful Resistance and Adis Dimtse Radio.
Seemingly, he has been acting less controversial to suit his borrowed uniform and ‘straight
jacket’ labelled as ‘expert and analyst’. Needless to say, most of his talks are hardly from a
leaned mind’s rather mouthful words and fabricated rubbish. I am not a Psychologist, but
‘common sense’ tells me that in spite of his outwardly over confident actions, he might be
suffering from some sort of disorder or he is an incredibly insecure individual who is crying
out for attention at any cost.
In his most recent video clips, he was making unfounded historical fabrications when he
was addressing Ethiopian Muslims in America , preaching to his fellow Muslims and
Oromo people (whom he claimed are all Muslims) to liberate ‘fellow Muslims in Gondor,
Axum….’ from Orthodox Abyssinians. Apparently for such a ‘learnt scholar’, the
justifications for his animosity and ‘Jihadist call’ is based on a single reference, a ‘so called
friend grew up in Gonder that he befriended with’. What ‘a compelling story’ which inspires
the Great Jawar to call upon his fellows to ‘concur and restore’ history by building more
mosques in Gonder, Axum, Lalibela?
Do you realise that this is a perfect recipe for TPLF to use it as a scaremongering
propaganda tool against Ethiopian Christians. ‘…. the grandson of ‘Mohamed the left’ has
declared a ‘Jihadist war’ against the Abyssinian Orthodox. .... Brace yourself!
I wanted to know if Jawar had something ‘intoxicating’ in the bottle of ‘water’ that he was
sipping to quench his thirst as he verbalised those hateful words which shall haunt him for
many years to come.
What a maverick scholar! If he is one, he seems to be shifting his paradigm by the minutes;
As an activist, he preaches tolerance, unity and confidence.
As an extremist, he preaches animosity, division and vengeance.
As a ‘seasoned scholar’, he pretends to advance ‘expertise, knowledge and wisdom’.
Quite frankly, Jawar’s behavioural disorder and actions can only be described as
‘Intellectual Prostitution!’

United we shall win, divided we fail!
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